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High performance (HP) success is important to gymnastics in Queensland as it showcases our sport 
in both the gymnastics and wider communities.  International success inspires all Queenslanders 
and contributes to the growth of gymnastics as our athletes provide role models for young people 
throughout Queensland.  

High performance gymnastics in Queensland faces challenges including finite resources, a loss 
of funding from Gymnastics Australia (GA) due to changes in the AIS performance investment 
principles and a reliance on government funding which creates uncertainty around long term 
sustainability. Queensland also has the extra challenge of our clubs being located across vast 
physical distances placing additional demands on resources. 

Gymnastics Queensland (GQ) recognises the need to have a dedicated strategic plan for HP 
within Queensland and has collaborated with key stakeholders in the development of this plan. 
Considering the challenges and the changing landscape of high performance in Australia and the 
decline in performances by Queensland and Australian athletes at bench mark events (BME), the 
GQ Board of Directors tasked its’ High Performance Committee with considering the current state 
of HP gymnastics in Queensland and Australia, the desired state for HP gymnastics in Queensland, 
and the key objectives and deliverables required to ensure GQ transitions from the current to the 
desired state. 

The Board established terms of reference for a GQ High Performance Planning Committee which 
included representatives of Men’s and Women’s artistic gymnastics (MAG and WAG) programs 
with current GA junior and/or senior national squad members.  Under the terms of reference, this 
planning committee contributed to the draft HP plan developed by the GQ High Performance 
Committee which, following consultation with key stakeholders in all four Olympic gymsports, was 
then released to all member clubs of GQ for comment prior to being finalised into this Gymnastics 
Queensland High Performance Plan 2021 – 2028.

The Gymnastics Queensland High Performance Plan is an eight year plan for the Olympic 
gymsports and events to take us through to 2028 Los Angeles Olympic Games.  Whilst it is 
acknowledged that Queensland has high performance athletes across various events of trampoline 
gymnastics (TRP) (which includes double mini-tramp, tumbling, men’s trampoline, women’s 
trampoline and synchronised trampoline) the only events competed at the Olympic Games are 
men’s and women’s trampoline.  This plan deals solely with Olympic events.  

This plan aims to be realistic, as well as aspirational, and to afford Queensland athletes and coaches 
the best opportunity to succeed on the world stage. The prioritisation of resources is critical to the 
success of high performance gymnastics in Queensland and the high performance community 
acknowledges that attempting to fund everything results in nothing being funded sufficiently to 
ensure success.  
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The future of high performance in Queensland gymnastics is about:

Success – both now and future: Consistent and sustainable success for 
Queensland athletes on the world stage 

The Right Support: Leadership and support to high performance clubs, 
coaches and athletes across Queensland
 
Investing for Success: Investment of people and funding based on evidence 
that takes into account recent performances, future potential, along with an 
understanding of the systems that will drive outcomes for Queensland.  

Planning to Perform: Contemporary planning, monitoring and reporting of 
performance

The Queensland Community: Engaging and inspiring current and future 
generations with extraordinary achievements and leadership
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our vision

our mission

our objectives
Gymnastics Queensland aspires for Queensland gymnasts to:

• be podium contenders in MAG & WAG at World Championships and Olympic Games by 2028 

• be members of the Australian Olympic Games and World Championships trampoline team by 2028 

• be members of the Australian Olympic Games and World Championships RG team by 2028 

• win medals in MAG & WAG at the 2022 & 2026 Commonwealth Games

• comprise 40% of the Australian artistic team at the 2022 & 2026 Commonwealth Games 

• be podium contenders in RG at the 2022 & 2026 Commonwealth Games  

Gymnastics Queensland aspires to have:

• a robust talent identification system that contributes to the supply of athletes in the national HP 
pathway   

• a greater number of HP coaches with a holistic approach to coaching, producing contenders and 
medallists at international events, than were coaching during the 31st Olympiad  

• a greater number of Queensland HP programs than during the 31st Olympiad with embedded best 
practice technical skill development, that contribute to the supply of athletes in the HP pathway 
and Australia’s success at BME

To inspire our community through high performance success

To develop and implement pathways and programs that produce world class gymnasts and coaches 
to ensure Queensland gymnasts contribute to Australia being contenders for winning medals at 

Commonwealth Games, World Championships and Olympic Games.
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In addition, a significant portion of Australia’s international success in sports such as diving and 
aerial skiing, have come from athletes who had their origins in gymnastics.  2016 Olympian 
and dual 2014/2018 Commonwealth Games gold medallist Domonic Bedggood is just one of 
many Queensland athletes who has transferred from gymnastics directly to diving.   Gymnastics 
has contributed to the success of these athletes by laying strong foundations, enabling them 
to transition easily to high performance programs in other sports.  In addition, gymnastics has 
facilitated successful talent transfer to other Olympic sports including pole vaulting, track cycling 
and weightlifting.  As a foundation sport, high performance gymnastics will continue to contribute 
to Australia’s international sporting success across a multitude of sports.

The Gymnastics Queensland Men’s Artistic Gymnastics (MAG) & Women’s Artistic Gymnastics 
(WAG) High Performance Centre (HPC) was established in 1992 and has developed the majority of 
Queensland gymnasts who have represented Australia at Olympic Games, World Championships 
and Commonwealth Games. Australia produced internationally competitive gymnasts between 
1991 and 2014 with athletes consistently being top ten performers at World Championships for 
MAG & WAG.   For the past 20 years, Queensland gymnasts from MAG & WAG have been members 
of Australia’s Commonwealth Games teams; winning multiple medals at each Games since 1998.  

background
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Since 1996, Queensland gymnasts have been members of Australia’s Olympic Games teams and 
achieved podium finishes at World Championships including:

WAG Lisa Skinner 
Australian Gymnastics only triple Olympian (1996, 2000, 2004); 
first Australian gymnast to qualify for an Olympic apparatus final; 
2003 World Championships bronze medallist

MAG Damian Istria 2000 Olympian

TRP Ji Wallace 2000 Olympian – silver medal 

WAG Danielle Kelly 2003 World Championships bronze medallist

TRP Lesley Daly 2004 Olympian 

MAG Sam Simpson 2008 Olympian

RG Naazmi Johnston 2008 Olympian

WAG Larissa Miller 2012 Olympian, 2009 World Championships uneven bars finalist

MAG Joshua Jefferis 2012 Olympian

RG Danielle Prince 2016 Olympian 
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High performance athletes in Rhythmic Gymnastics (RG) and Trampoline (TRP) have always been, 
and continue to be, club based. Queensland RG and TRP athletes have consistently represented 
Australia at World Championships. RG athletes have won several medals at Commonwealth 
Games however, due to the international landscape of RG, Queensland RG athletes have been less 
successful internationally at other bench mark events. They have formed part of the Australian 
Olympic team on two occasions.  TRP was introduced as an Olympic event in 2000, where 
Queenslander Ji Wallace, (although training in Sydney from November 1998 to maximise training 
opportunities and ensure maximum access to the National Coach and GA funding), won a silver 
medal for Australia in the men’s competition at the 2000 Olympics.  

However, international performances have declined in recent years with no podium performances 
at BME since 2010 and for the first time in 20 years at the 2016 Rio Olympics, Queensland did not 
have an artistic gymnast, with Queensland’s only Olympian being Danielle Prince in RG.  

The landscape of high performance for MAG & WAG in Australia and in Queensland is changing 
and during the past Olympic cycle (2017 – 2020), several artistic gymnasts whose daily training 
environment (DTE) was within a Queensland club have also represented Australia at BME.  Whilst 
working separately in their own program, the clear goal of all Queenslanders involved in high 
performance gymnastics, remains to have our Queensland athletes contribute to Australia’s success 
at the highest possible level on the world stage.

Australia established the Australian Institute of Sport in 1981, where gymnastics was a residential 
program for both MAG and WAG. Athletes from all states were eligible for selection into the 
AIS, with the MAG and WAG national coaches both based in the AIS program.  At various 
points in time following the opening of the AIS, all states except Tasmania established their 
own high performance programs, in addition to the AIS. The ten medals won at Artistic World 
Championships, and our only Olympic apparatus finalist, have all been from gymnasts who trained 
at the AIS or state based high performance programs.  This centralised training model was the 
leading system at the time and was adopted by many other countries.

However, over the past three Olympiads, international medallists from countries outside Australia 
have come from a variety of centralised and club based programs. A number of other countries 
have now moved away from centrally operated high performance programs to club based 
programs. A common feature of many of these club based systems is that all clubs have a great 
deal of exposure to other programs, for training, testing or simply for coaches to learn from each 
other. In the UK particularly, there has been eagerness to work together and strong collaboration 
amongst coaches to improve their knowledge and experience.  It is notable that the UK are 
currently ranked in the top six teams in both MAG and WAG, winning five medals at the 2016 Rio 
Olympic Games however from the opening of the AIS in 1981 until 2008, Australian gymnasts 
consistently outperformed their British counterparts.  

In the UK and the Netherlands where HP is club based, programs are relatively close together 
geographically, therefore travel and associated costs are not significant barriers. Programs in the 
USA have the financial resources to conduct numerous national training camps despite large 
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distances. However, in Australia, we have neither the density of high performance clubs in close 
proximity, nor the financial resources necessary to bring athletes and coaches together frequently 
for national camps.

Learning from the overseas experiences and given the challenges of distance and finance we face, 
a new approach for Queensland will only succeed if we are able to develop and maintain a strong, 
local, collaborative culture with a clear focus and determination to succeed together.

The strengths in the current Queensland HP gymnastics environment were identified as:
• The number of technically expert coaches coaching in Queensland including three WAG 

programs, two MAG programs, two RG programs and two TRP programs with high quality 
coaches embedded with a history of producing national team members

• The existence of the Queensland High Performance Centre to support both a MAG and WAG 
HP gymnastics program

• The large and growing number of participants in gymnastics from whom the future champions 
will come

• GQ’s willingness to continue to support HP gymnastics (although it is recognised that this 
capacity is not unlimited)

• The willingness of GQ’s clubs to support HP gymnastics by identifying talented athletes and 
directing them to a program that can maximise the athlete’s potential

• A State Government that provides substantial support at both the HP and community level

• Queensland’s self-belief based on historical success

The weaknesses identified include:

• A lack of coordinated TID of athletes resulting in potential HP athletes not being directed into a 
HP pathway

• An aging cohort of technically expert coaches and a lack of succession planning

• A lack of structured mentoring/internship to develop future HP coaches 

• A lack of professional development for senior HP coaches

• HP coaches who, despite having technical expertise, are not having the desired impact and 
achieving success at BME 

• A lack of coaches with an unwavering determination and passion for HP gymnastics, willing to 
dedicate themselves to achieving Queensland’s HP goals

• The level of financial investment required to operate the High Performance Centre 

• Unresolved tension within the Queensland HP community regarding resource allocation to 
support HP, including the operation of a state funded HPC 

• A lack of understanding in the broader gymnastics community of what is required to produce 
world class athletes, both technically (the six drivers) and financially (sustainable business model) 

• A reduction in funding from GA due to changes in the AIS performance investment principles 
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Traditionally, gymnastics has relied on team success as a pathway to achieve individual medals 
at BMEs. Queensland has contributed significantly to Australia’s success, yet to some extent, 
Queensland’s success is dependent on GA and the other states. Queensland coaches and programs 
must work together to achieve medal outcomes, reinforcing the importance of collaboration and 
knowledge sharing.  

The HP Planning Committee considered the priorities to improve the quality of Queensland HP 
programs, athletes and coaches. Whilst it was agreed that the continued operation of the High 
Performance Centre will remain necessary for some time, once club based programs gain strength, 
experience, financial stability and demonstrate success at BME, it will no longer be required to 
support MAG and/or WAG high performance gymnastics.  

The HP Planning Committee acknowledged that the Queensland High Performance Plan must 
align with GA’s High Performance Plan’s objectives and athlete pathways and utilised the same six 
key high-performance drivers of:

1. athletes
2. coaching
3. leadership and culture
4. daily training environment
5. competition 
6. knowledge growth

9
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1.  Athletes

Gymnastics in Queensland must provide a system to identify, develop, nurture and retain a sufficient 
number of quality athletes by providing the right support at the right time through pathways, 
training and competitions to ensure Queensland athletes achieve world class performance. 

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Develop, implement and periodically review Gymsport specific talent identification systems 
that maximise opportunities from gymnastics’ participation base

• Develop and provide support for the implementation of a club resource featuring a series of 
tests to identifying athletes that could be considered for the HP pathway

• Develop and implement athlete pathway opportunities by delivering competitions in 
Queensland and Team Future clinics/camps that lead to HP success 

• Develop, review and support identified clubs in the application of a skill development resource 
for the initial stages of the HP pathway  

• Provide an athlete scholarship program which supports junior and senior international athletes 
who have demonstrated the results necessary to succeed at BME  

• Promote and encourage coaches and clubs to actively implement GA and GQ guidelines and 
frameworks that are ensuring the athletes’ health and wellbeing are at the forefront of all actions

• Implement an athlete recognition system to promote the success of Queensland HP athletes 

• Develop, promote, review and assist clubs to implement an education program for identified 
athletes and their families on the requirements, expectations and support structures needed at 
each stage in the HP pathway

• Promote athletes into the HP pathway by allowing dual club registration to ensure recognition 
of their club of origin 

• Assist in the preparation of the next generation of international sport stars within our Olympic 
gymsports and facilitate and promote talent transfer to other sports upon their retirement 
from HP gymnastics

Podium success athletes

Athlete High  
Performance Pathway

Australian team athletes

Athlete Development 
Pathway

GA National squad athletes

Queensland State Team athletes

Queensland & GA Team Future athletes

Queensland talent ID programs

Queensland competitions & 
Queensland junior development clinics

Non-competitive athletes
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2.  Coaching

Queensland must provide a system to identify, develop and retain exceptionally knowledgeable, 
passionate coaches who are holistic in their approach and are driven, with an absolute focus 
and dedication to identify talented athletes and accelerate their development to world class 
performance.  Gymnastics Queensland must implement a coach education, mentoring and 
professional development program that is primarily practical for existing coaches, whilst educating 
and motivating the next generation of Queensland HP coaches to create long term success.  

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Develop, implement and review a scholarship program for coaches who have the passion and 
dedication to coach athletes in the HP pathway  

• Facilitate coaching internships to increase the exposure of developing HP coaches to world 
class learning

• Develop and implement a coach mentor program to link coaches who are in the HP pathway in 
order to share knowledge and information

• Identify and actively support performance athletes to transition to coaching in the HP pathway

• Provide professional development opportunities for HP coaches  

• Conduct Team Future clinics that promote knowledge sharing amongst coaches

• Annually prepare a heat map to identify the location of current HP coaches across Queensland 
and establish where additional HP coaches are required in specific locations.  Develop a plan to 
address identified deficits.

High Performance accredited coach

High Performance Coach 
Pathway featuring

- Mentoring
- Apprenticeships

- Immersive learning

Development Coach 
Pathway

Advanced silver accredited coach

Advanced accredited coach

Intermediate accredited coach

Beginner accredited coach
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3. Leadership and Culture

Queensland must exhibit a collective leadership defined by the HP vision and mission, and focusing 
on a pursuit of excellence, achieved through an inclusive and collaborative approach. The attitude 
and culture of a high performance program is one of the most important factors to a successful DTE.

To achieve success gymnastics in Queensland will be required to embed a HP culture across Olympic 
Gymsports that demands:

• Consistency

• Growth mindset

• Calculated risk taking

• Collaboration

• Communication

• An evidence based scientific approach 

• Valuing and respecting each individual and their needs

• Modelling - each team member must be living and breathing excellence

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Provide communication and support to HP gymnasts, coaches and programs to drive the 
desired HP culture within Queensland

• Collaborate with GA and the Queensland Academy of Sport (QAS) to facilitate the development 
of a HP culture in Queensland that leads to world class performances 

• Develop, promote and review a club resource consisting of position description templates for 
key HP roles

• Define, monitor and review how the Queensland Sports Management Committees (SMCs) 
contribute to HP in Queensland 

• Provide education to the broader gymnastics community on the requirements to create world 
class performances

• Develop, promote and review a guide for gymnasts, parents, coaches and clubs aspiring to 
move into the HP pathway

• Implement a recognition system to promote the success of Queensland HP programs

• Facilitate collaboration between Queensland programs through networking and education 
opportunities to promote the sharing of knowledge and experience

12
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4.  Daily Training Environment

A world class daily training environment (DTE) is athlete-focussed, coach driven and supported by 
integrated performance services and athlete well-being. HP athletes should have unfettered access 
to the training facility and apparatus with world class equipment and facilities.

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Develop, promote and review a guide detailing the characteristics of a HP DTE and the 
parameters at each level of the HP pathway  

• Engage with and support clubs aspiring to enhance their HP knowledge and capability to 
deliver the optimal DTE for HP

• Subject to the availability of funding, continue to provide a HP DTE for MAG & WAG at the 
Queensland HPC until such time as there are sufficient Queensland clubs offering high 
performance training and opportunities within a gymsport to continue Queensland’s success 
at BME over a sustained period

• Facilitate clubs accessing performance support services, including specialised medical services 
to support athletes in DTE’s and assist with educating practitioners on each Olympic Gymsport

• Facilitate clubs accessing specialised choreographers to support athletes in DTE’s 

• Facilitate the sharing of information between clubs in order to optimise HP DTE in Queensland

• Establish clear business modelling guidelines that underpin successful high performance 
programs to increase the number of sustainable HP DTE’s in clubs across Queensland
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5. Competition

In order to achieve High Performance success, Queensland needs to  implement high quality 
domestic events that contribute to athlete’s preparation for national and international events.   

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Conduct high quality state events to prepare athletes for success at Australian Championships 
and maximise opportunities for selection to Australian teams

• Develop and implement a planned approach to increase national and international 
competition exposure 

• Provide opportunities to maximise state team success at Australian Championships

• Ensure judges are utilised within the DTE and during the preparation for national & 
international events

• Ensure competitions are utilised as an opportunity for coaches to discover how athletes 
compete, resulting in training adaptations to improve future competition performances 

6. Knowledge Growth

Proactively seek new knowledge by developing, sharing and applying information and skills to 
achieve performance outcomes.

Gymnastics Queensland will:

• Provide Queensland HP coaches and athletes access to the international guest presenters of 
Leading Coaches Conference (LCC)

• Facilitate collaboration between Queensland coaches through networking and education 
opportunities to promote the sharing of knowledge and experience

• Facilitate cross promotion between Gymsports, including but not limited to LCC

• Ensure Team Future clinics are focused on coach education

• Identify and promote opportunities for knowledge growth of coaches through NIN and AIS 
programs and through collaboration with various sports outside of gymnastics

• Facilitate ongoing engagement and exchanges between FIG judges and HP coaches/programs

• Encourage a culture where FIG judges feel, and are viewed as integral to the HP team

14
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key priorities to 2028

Gymnastics Queensland will develop a HP operational plan that will detail the operational initiatives, 
timeframes, responsibilities, tasks and additional information required to achieve the objectives 
outlined in this plan.

• This GQ HP plan will be reviewed bi-annually by the GQ HP Committee 

• The GQ HP Advisory Committee (HPAC) will be consulted in the annual review of the GQ HP 
operational plan

• GA and the QAS will be consulted in the annual review of the GQ HP operational plan

monitoring and review

New Priorities

• Develop, implement and periodically review Gymsport specific talent identification systems 
that maximise opportunities from gymnastics’ participation base

• Implement a coach education, mentoring and professional development program that educates 
and motivates the next generation of Queensland HP coaches to create long term success 

• Identify where additional HP coaches are required in specific locations and develop a plan to 
address identified deficits

• Drive the desired HP culture within Queensland by providing communication and support to 
HP gymnasts, coaches and programs

• Develop a guide for gymnasts, parents, coaches and clubs aspiring to move into and along the 
HP pathway

• Develop, review and support identified clubs in the application of a skill development resource 
for the initial stages of the HP pathway  

• Establish clear business modelling guidelines that underpin successful high performance 
programs

Continuing Priorities

• Provide an athlete scholarship program which supports junior and senior international athletes 
who have demonstrated the results necessary to succeed at BME  

• Subject to the availability of funding, continue to provide a HP DTE for MAG & WAG at the 
Queensland HPC until such time as there are sufficient Queensland clubs offering high 
performance training and opportunities within a gymsport to continue Queensland’s success 
at BME over a sustained period
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glossary and definitions

AIS Australian Institute of Sport LCC Leading Coaches Conference

BME Bench Mark Event MAG Men’s Artistic Gymnastics

DTE Daily Training Environment NIN National Institute Network

FIG Federation of International Gymnastics
Podium 
contenders

Top 8 qualifier

GA Gymnastics Australia QAS Queensland Academy of Sport

GQ Gymnastics Queensland RG Rhythmic Gymnastics

HP High Performance SMC Sports Management Committee

HPAC High Performance Advisory Committee TRP Trampoline

HPC High Performance Centre WAG Women’s Artistic Gymnastics
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